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6_80_9D_E5_86_99_E4_c67_467732.htm You should spend about

40 minutes on this task.Present a written argument or case to an

educated reader with no specialist knowledge of the following

topic:In some countries, marriages are arranged by the parents but in

other cases, people choose their own marriage partner.Discuss both

systems.You should write at least 250 words.Use your own ideas,

knowledge and experience and support your arguments with

examples and with relevant evidence.model answer:The idea that a

marriage should be arranged by the parents of the couple, or by other

members-of the family, is quite acceptable to some societies, yet

completely out of the question for others. It all depends on your

cultural expectations.In so-called western societies, it is very unusual

for marriages to be arranged. Most young people would not

welcome the idea that their parents have the right to choose their

partner for life. They feel that arranged marriages deny them their

fundamental right to choose, even if they make a bad

decision.However, if we are honest about it, we might acknowledge

that some parents organise their childrens lives in such a way that

they are likely to meet and marry partners the parents approve

o&pound. It could be said that this is, to some extent, similar to an

arranged marriage. It is always better when families support the

relationship and welcome the grandchildren.People for whom

arranged marriages are the cultural norm often argue that the



likelihood of the marriage lasting is greater when it is set up in this

manner. Parents can be assured that their children are joining a

family of similar standing and cultural background, and this, in the

long run, makes for a more stable society if your parents marriage

was arranged, and has worked well, then why should you question

the custom?The important thing to ensure is that people are never

forced into a marriage which will make them unhappy or lead to an

unequal relationship where one partner is exploited by the other.

This applies in all societies and situations.(269

words)---------------------------------------------------------------

-------You should spend about 40 minutes on this task.Present a

written argument or case to an educated reader with no specialist

knowledge of the following topic:People who have original ideas are

of much greater value to society than those who are simply able to

copy the ideas of others well.To what extent do you agree or disagree

with this statement?You should write at least 250 words.Use your

own ideas, knowledge and experience and support your arguments

with examples and with relevant evidence.model answer:I certainly

agree that people who come up with new ideas. in other words those

who invent or discover things are terribly important to society as a

whole. However, I also think there is a role in society for good

imitators.No one would deny that key individuals must be thanked

for providing us with certain facilities that we use every day. Where,

would we be, for example, without basic items such as the washing

machine, the television and, more recently, the computer? These

items are now used so regularly that we tend to take them for



granted.In fact, the society we live in today has become increasingly

consumer-oriented, and while it may be possible to constantly

0update and improve consumer goods, not everyone where I live

can afford the prices of these innovations. Furthermore not everyone

lives in an area that has accessibility to the latest models on the

market. For this reason, there is a value to be placed on being able to

provide good copies of expensive items.Having said that, certain

innovations have a more serious impact on our lives than consumer

goods and cannot easily be replicated. Vital medicines like penicillin

and vaccines against dangerous diseases also exist because people

made continual efforts to develop them. Scientific ideas such as these

enable us to live longer and escape illness.(225

words)-----------------------------------------------------------You

should spend about 40 minutes on this task.Discuss the advantages

and disadvantages of having a car.You should write at least 250

words.Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant

examples from your own knowledge or experience.model

answer:Nowadays, as roads are becoming more and more crowded,

people are considering both the advantages and disadvantages of

having a car before they buy one.The main advantage of the car is

that it gives the freedom to travel when and where you want, without

being limited to fixed routes and timetables. What is more, you can

carry several passengers and as much luggage as you like, at no extra

cost. In addition to this, you can travel in comfort in a car, with a seat

to yourself and the possibility of comforts such as a music system and

air conditioning.On the other hand, owning a car is very expensive.



As well as the price of the car, the cost of tax, insurance, petrol and

repairs must also be considered before buying. Moreover, the

increase in traffic means that drivers are spending more and more

time stuck in traffic jams. Perhaps the major disadvantage of cars in

general is the huge damage that they do to human life and to the

environment, and all motorists much accept that they are making a

small contribution to this.To sum up, provided you have access to an

efficient public transport system, then buying and running your own

car could be considered an expensive luxury.(213

words)---------------------------------------------------------------

-You should spend about 40 minutes on this task.Scientists and the

news media are presenting ever more evidence of climate change.

Governmnets cannot be expected to solve this problem. It is the

responsibility of individuals to change their lifestyle to prevent

further damage.What are your views?You should write at least 250

words.Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant

examples from your own knowledge or experience. 100Test 下载频
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